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and sexual assault victims. Two essays look at the treat-
ment of Native Americans by the dominant society: hate 
crimes against individuals and corporate crimes against 
the tribes. Jurisdictional issues point up the complexi-
ties of Native American justice and the efficacy of tribal 
courts. Tribal police are involved in investigating crimes, 
creating benefits for the tribe and burdens on the police. 
Using traditional tribal customs allows Native Americans 
to take more control over resolving disputes that may 
otherwise end up in the criminal justice system.
 The book is intended as an introductory survey and 
does a good job of providing readers with an understand-
ing of the unique and complicated systems of justice 
facing Native Americans. It will create much discus-
sion about these issues while offering concrete ideas for 
changes to benefit tribes and individual Native Ameri-
cans. Jill E. Martin, Department of Legal Studies, Quin-
nipiac University.
Identity Captured by Law: Membership in Canada’s 
Indigenous Peoples and Linguistic Minorities. By Sé-
bastien Grammond. Montreal: McGill-Queen’s Univer-
sity Press, 2009. xv + 252 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. 
$95.00 cloth, $29.95 paper.
 In Identity Captured by Law, Sébastien Grammond 
assesses the constitutional and international legality of 
rules that control membership in Indigenous societies and 
the official language minorities of Canada. Grammond’s 
main argument is that Indigenous and minority member-
ship rules do not violate legal commitments to equality if 
there is sufficient correspondence between the legal crite-
ria that determine membership and the actual criteria that 
group members themselves deploy to define themselves. 
Membership rules based on a racial conception of ethnic 
identity are less likely than those based on cultural or 
relational conceptions of ethnic identity to correspond to 
actual identities and therefore are more likely to violate 
equality rights. 
 This argument requires a substantive as opposed 
to formal conception of equality, which Grammond 
develops and defends at some length. Comprehending 
equality in substantive terms means membership rules 
are not inherently discriminatory but instead that their 
constitutional and international legality rests on the ex-
tent to which they improve the situation of the group in 
question as opposed to simply oppressing or stereotyping 
individual members of the group. 
 With respect to Indigenous membership rules, 
Grammond argues that previous rules relying on patri-
lineal descent and marriage violated equality norms, 
owing to their having been developed by the state in 
total disregard of the autonomy of Indigenous peoples 
and were designed with assimilation in mind. Most of 
these rules have been replaced by a plethora of diverse 
new approaches, which in general are consistent with 
equality norms. A few of these approaches, however, 
invoke suspect criteria. One is the approach that condi-
tions membership on a “two parent” rule, which relies 
on race instead of culture. Others include those relying 
on factors other than Indigenous identity, such as a per-
son’s behavior or the limited resources of the Indigenous 
community. With respect to official language minori-
ties, the author focuses on the rules governing minority 
education rights in Quebec and by extension in other 
Canadian provinces. He concludes that rules prevent-
ing Anglophone immigrants to Quebec from sending 
their children to English language schools likely violate 
equality norms.
 Identity Captured by Law makes a major contribution 
to the field. There is a great deal of scholarship emanat-
ing from political theory on minority membership rules. 
This scholarship is dominated by abstract debates about 
the limits of liberalism, with little attention paid to the 
actual, specific rules governing membership. One of the 
strengths of Grammond’s work is that it makes the case 
that these debates need to be resolved at more concrete 
levels, and must engage specific rules and specific groups 
before we can judge the legality of laws that distinguish 
between minorities and majorities. Although its focus is 
Canadian, it will have appeal in other jurisdictions both 
because of its impressive engagement with international 
as well as domestic law and because Indigenous member-
ship and minority language education in Canada are often 
topics of more general scholarship about liberalism and 
its limits. Patrick Macklem, William C. Graham Profes-
sor of Law, University of Toronto.
Native American Language Ideologies: Beliefs, Prac-
tices, and Struggles in Indian Country. Edited by Paul 
V. Kroskrity and Margaret C. Field. Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 2009. viii + 353 pp. Map, photographs, ta-
bles, notes, references, index. $49.95 cloth, $26.95 paper.
 As its editors note, this collection is the first work on 
language ideology especially devoted to Native American 
languages. Its twelve articles (plus the editors’ introduc-
tion) mainly involve languages of the United States (with 
one each from Canada and Central America) and rep-
resent a mix of contributions by Native and non-Native 
